Role of Penetrability into a Brush-Coated Surface in Directed Self-Assembly of Block Copolymers.
High-density and high-resolution line and space patterns on surfaces are obtained by directed self-assembly of lamella-forming block copolymers (BCPs) using wide-stripe chemical guiding patterns. When the width of the chemical pattern is larger than the half-pitch of the BCP, the interaction energy between each BCP domain and the surface is crucial to obtain the desired segregated film morphology. We investigate how the intermixing between BCPs and polymer brush molecules on the surface influences the optimal surface and interface free energies to obtain a proper BCP alignment. We have found that computational models successfully predict the experimentally obtained guided patterns if the penetrability of the brush layer is taken into account instead of a hard, impenetrable surface. Experiments on directed self-assembly of lamella-forming poly(styrene- block-methyl methacrylate) using chemical guiding patterns corroborate the models used in the simulations, where the values of the surface free energy between the BCP and the guiding and background stripes are accurately determined using an experimental method based on the characterization of contact angles in droplets formed after dewetting of homopolymer blends.